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Mountain Lake PBS is an 
essential resource for 
the people we serve.  
 
On air, online and in the 
community, we tell local 
stories, engage the public, 
and serve as an 
educational resource for 
families and educators.  

In 2019-20, Mountain Lake 
PBS provided these key 
local services:  
 

• Produced 50 episodes of 
locally focused news, public 
affairs, arts, and culture 
programming. 

• Created a Learning at Home 
block of programs to serve 
children when schools 
closed. 

• Provided media and 
resources to area educators 
free of charge.  

Mountain Lake PBS’ local 
services have deep impact. 
  
 
Mountain Lake PBS reaches 
15,000 people per month online, 
thousands more per year 
through in-person community 
outreach and events, and more 
than 4 million people 
throughout New York, Vermont, 
and Quebec through our 
broadcast signal.  

 
 
 

The mission of Mountain Lake PBS is to inspire and enrich people and communities through 
meaningful storytelling, entertainment, education, and public engagement. 
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2019-20 was a year like no other. When the pandemic struck, Mountain Lake PBS quickly pivoted to 
address the needs of the communities we serve. In the critical days of mid-March, the Mountain Lake 
Journal team shifted into high gear, producing daily updates when trusted, local information was crucial 
to our viewers. When schools closed, we knew families, especially those without reliable access to 
broadband internet or devices, would be hardest hit.  With those families in mind Mountain Lake PBS 
created a daily Learning at Home block of programming.  
 
Mountain Lake PBS is here to serve our community with information and education when it is needed 
most – in difficult times, and in the better times ahead. Below are brief highlights of Mountain Lake PBS 
initiatives from 2019-20. 
 

Learning at Home Broadcast and Digital Outreach 
When schools closed in March 2020, Mountain Lake PBS created a 
special 6-hour block of educational programming for K-12 students who 
were suddenly learning at home. Launched with input from the New 
York State Department of Education and local educators, the Learning at 
Home block airs programs, films, and educational instruction 
appropriate for school-age children. The schedule is paired with 
expanded resources from PBS LearningMedia online. 
 
Mountain Lake PBS greatly increased our digital outreach and 
engagement at the onset of the pandemic by curating tools and activities 
on our Learning At Home site, including Distance Learning tools from 
PBS LearningMedia, viewing guides, activity suggestions, and virtual field 
trips. MLPBS creates regular articles highlighting local educational and 
cultural opportunities and K-12 curricular topics. These resources are 
sent via our weekly family newsletter. https://mountainlake.org/learn  

News & Public Affairs 
Every year, we produce 50 episodes of Mountain Lake Journal (MLJ), an 
Edward R. Murrow award-winning weekly series that takes an in-depth 
look at the week’s headlines. In the critical days of mid-March when news 
about the pandemic was changing minute-to-minute, the Mountain Lake 
Journal team began producing daily updates when trusted, local 
information was crucial to our viewers. At a time when voters were 
unable to attend debates in person, MLJ hosted a Democratic Primary 
Forum for the Plattsburgh Mayoral Race. MLJ also hosted a community 
forum on Rural Broadband and Cellular Service.  
https://mountainlake.org/mlj  

IN THE COMMUNITY 

During the critical weeks of the 
north country shutdown, 
Mountain Lake PBS provided a 
non-biased view on how our 
area was being affected by the 
pandemic. This information was 
vital at a time when there was so 
much uncertainty and political 
opinion.  
 
As a teacher I knew I could rely 
on resources from PBS’ 
educational programs that were 
easy to access and align with our 
current curriculum, without 
having to worry about censoring 
or pre-viewing content for 
appropriateness. One click to 
PBS Kids provided endless 
resources for my students.  
 
I know that I can rely on PBS to 
provide a safe and educational 
environment that supports state 
and national standards while 
keeping my students 
entertained and engaged! 

- Patricia Damp, Lake Placid School 

https://mountainlake.org/learn
https://mountainlake.org/mlj
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Signature Series 
Signature Series are short-format stories designed for digital platforms as well as for broadcast as part of 
our weekly on-air program Mountain Lake Journal. Our Signature Series in 2019-20 included Veterans 
Coming Home, Jack LaDuke’s Adirondack Journal, Spotlight, Northbound and Around, and People Near Here. 
 
Spotlight by Paul Larson found new purpose in the pandemic, connecting artists and audiences who need 
each other. This spring, Spotlight launched virtual art galleries in partnership with Lake Placid Center for 
the Arts and SUNY Plattsburgh Art Museum, to prevent exhibits from going unseen in a dark building.  

Mountain Lake PBS Kids Club Events and Outreach 
On air, online, and in the community, Mountain Lake PBS promotes early childhood literacy and STEAM 
(science, technology, engineering, arts, and math) education through free events and workshops when in-
person events are viable. At these events, children and their families listen to a story, watch a related PBS 
Kids program, and then participate in activities. These events are specially designed to provide families 
with models for learning through a variety of mediums, connecting our educational PBS Kids shows with 
hands-on learning techniques that can be brought home. Every year Mountain Lake PBS gives away over 
1,500 free books to young children.  

Rural Library Learning Initiative (RLLI) 
This initiative helps bring trusted PBS Kids content into libraries in rural areas for the many families who 
live too far from Mountain Lake PBS to attend our children’s events at the station. The RLLI provides PBS 
Play Date kits to partner libraries with materials for up to 30 children (age 3-8). Families participate in a 
read-along story, watch a PBS Kids episode, and then engage in hands-on learning activities that reinforce 
the theme of the show designed to address literacy, math, science, arts and more. These events will 
resume when in-person events are viable, with newly themed kits currently in development. 

Community Screenings 
Mountain Lake PBS hosts screenings in communities across our region including Montreal, Plattsburgh, 
and Lake Placid. These events bring locally relevant and locally produced stories directly into 
communities, often include a facilitated panel discussion, and give community members and station staff 
time to connect with one another.  In 2019-20, Mountain Lake PBS partnered with SUNY Plattsburgh to 
host a screening of College Behind Bars, executive produced by Ken Burns.  

Professional Development 
Mountain Lake PBS is proud to offer professional development opportunities to local educators. Through 
these workshops, teachers and pre-service teachers learn about incorporating the media literacy tools 
offered by Mountain Lake PBS in the classroom.  

PBS LearningMedia  
Mountain Lake PBS offers PBS LearningMedia to educators and students in our region. PBS 
LearningMedia provides easy, instant access to tens of thousands of classroom-ready, digital resources 
including videos and interactives, perfect for the Interactive Whiteboard, plus audio, photos, and even in-
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depth lesson plans. This resource allows teachers to search, save, and share with ease, and even create 
their own class pages where students can participate. Best of all, PBS LearningMedia is free. Mountain 
Lake PBS also offers free training workshops for local educators on how to utilize media in the classroom. 
https://ny.pbslearningmedia.org/  

Canadian Commitment 
Mountain Lake PBS is committed to serving Canadian viewers and supporters uniquely through content 
including Dans la Metropole, a weekly calendar segment, and the ongoing blog “Gen’s Delights.” Mountain 
Lake PBS participated in numerous cultural events, including a site visit to Mountain Lake PBS by the 
Canadian Youth Ambassadors. We continue to expand our reach in Canada and Montreal with new 
events, partnerships, and initiatives whenever possible. 

Candlelight Concert at the Crane School of Music  
A musical tradition begun in the 1930s, every year the Crane Chorus and Crane Symphony Orchestra of SUNY 
Potsdam help people in the Mountain Lake region launch the holiday season with a celebration in songs, both 
old and new. In 2019, Chorus Conductor Dr. Jeffrey Francom wished to highlight the best songs performed at 
Candlelight from over the past 10 years, and asked alumni to vote on their favorites. Mountain Lake PBS 
filmed and produced this concert for national distribution through NETA. 

DoNorth Journalism Partnership 
DoNorth is a student lead, read and written bi-annual travel and lifestyle magazine created and published by 
the State University of Plattsburgh. Mountain Lake PBS regularly offers their written content through our 
website. In a special project called Coming Home, the station partnered with these journalism students to 
explore the past and future of life in the small town of Lyon Mountain in a series of written and video articles. 

IN THE COMMUNITY 
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Molly of Denali Rural Education Initiative 
Mountain Lake PBS was selected through a competitive 
process to join WGBH Educational Foundation (GBH) and 
four PBS partner stations, along with Alaska Native 
collaborators and families in rural communities across the 
US to explore how to meet the needs of rural 
communities. Using an inclusive and iterative process, the 
team developed the MOLLY OF DENALI Family Game Club: a 
suite of offline games, based on the award-winning PBS KIDS 
show MOLLY OF DENALI, that celebrate at-home learning, 
family history, and spending time together. At Mountain Like 
PBS the process culminated in a big community celebration 
in February 2020, welcoming over 200 families and 
connecting them with a variety of other community service 
organizations.  
 

 

 

Hill and Hollow Virtual Concert 
Hoping to avoid cancelling this special performance at the 
end of their season, local music organization, Hill and 
Hollow, partnered with Mountain Lake PBS to host a virtual 
concert online. Grammy-nominated artist David Krakauer 
and “mad-scientist” South African sound-explorer Kathleen 
Tagg performed their acclaimed “Breath and Hammer 
Acoustic” concert. The concert premiered along with live 
chats with the artists, and was followed by a Zoom meet and 
greet with the artists.  

 
 

 
 

Mountain Lake Journal Daily COVID-19 Update 
During the critical period of mid-March 2020, Mountain Lake 
PBS produced nightly 30-minute specials when daily updates 
were essential to serving our audience. This nightly program 
focused on the local impact and response to the pandemic, 
including extensive interviews and local stories.  
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Learning at Home Broadcast and Digital Outreach 
 
As education has moved from the classroom and into the 
home during the COVID-19 pandemic, teachers and 
parents across the country turned to public media to 
help bolster children’s learning. PBS LearningMedia, our 
free platform for PreK-12 educators saw traffic skyrocket 
in spring 2020 — reaching more than 6.2 million users 
during the school shutdowns – a 240% increase year over 
year. 
 
When schools closed in March 2020, we knew families, 
especially those without reliable access to broadband 
internet or devices, would be hardest hit. It was with 
those families in mind MLPBS created a daily Learning at 
Home block of programming, as our broadcast channel is 
freely available to everyone, no internet access required. 
 
Launched with input from the NYS Dept of Education and 
local educators, the Learning at Home block airs 
weekdays from 12-3 PM, featuring programs, films, and 
educational instruction appropriate for school-age 
children. The schedule is paired with expanded 
resources from PBS LearningMedia online. 
  
The station greatly increased our digital outreach and 
engagement at the onset of the pandemic. MLPBS 
curates tools and activities on our Learning At Home site, 
including Distance Learning tools from PBS 
LearningMedia, viewing guides, activity suggestions, and 
virtual field trips. MLPBS creates regular articles 
highlighting local educational and cultural opportunities 
and K-12 curricular topics. These resources are sent to 
more than 1,500 subscribers in our weekly family 
newsletter. 
 
 

 

 
 

Feedback 
 
“When we went remote, we really had no 
warning. We talked about being prepared 
at the district on a Friday, and then 
Monday, it happened. When I opened my 
computer and saw this list of amazing 
resources from Mountain Lake PBS, it was 
like we had a safety net.  You guys had 
your television schedule out for us, 
expanded from pre-K all the way up into 
middle school and beyond. You didn't 
need the internet; you didn't need a 
device… you could go into your own living 
room and be engaged with standards-
aligned programming right there. I 
definitely count on Mountain Lake PBS.” 
 
Staley Rich, Moriah School 
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57.1 – Mountain Lake PBS – HD 
57.2 – NHK World-Japan 
57.3 – Mountain Lake PBS Kids 
mountainlake.org 
 
One Sesame Street 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901 
 
 

Financial Summary 
Revenue by Department 
[audited data – accrual basis] 

 
Expenses by Department 
[audited data – accrual basis] 

 
 
Mountain Lake PBS’  
broadcast signal reaches more 
than 4 million people 
throughout New York, Vermont 
and Quebec. 
 
 
 

 

PROGRAMMING & PRODUCTION 49%

EDUCATION & OUTREACH 5%

BROADCAST ENGINEERING 13%

COMMUNICATIONS 4%

ADMINISTRATION 15%

DEVELOPMENT 15%

FEDERAL 40%

STATE 24%

INDIVIDUALS  18%

GRANTS 2%

CORPORATIONS 15%

SUMMARY 
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